
Your best choice!
Our comprehensive 
thermal management range.
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We cool heat.
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We heat cold.
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We make comfort you can feel.
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And progress that is achievable.
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We’re the valve  
that allows expansion.
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What we can do today …
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… we can also do tomorrow.
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MAHLE is a leading international development partner and supplier to the automotive industry as well 
as a pioneer and technology driver for the mobility of the future. The MAHLE Group is committed to 
making transportation more efficient, more environmentally friendly, and more comfortable by contin-
uously optimizing the combustion engine, driving forward the use of alternative fuels, and laying the 
foundation for the widespread acceptance and worldwide introduction of e-mobility.

Original 
equipment 
competence 
guaranteed.

MAHLE’s product portfolio is based on a 

broad systems competence and, with its 

engine systems and components as well 

as its filtration business areas, addresses 

all the crucial issues relating to the pow-

ertrain. In addition, MAHLE’s expertise in 

electric and electronic components and 

systems enables it to offer integrated 

systems solutions for e-mobility and oth-

er fields too.

Following the majority acquisition in 

2013 of BEHR—one of the leading orig-

inal equipment manufacturers for engine 

cooling and automotive air condition-

ing—the acquisition of the thermal man-

agement activities of Delphi Automotive 

PLC in 2015, and the recent integration of 

the air conditioning compressor product 

group into the MAHLE Group, MAHLE 

has further expanded its leading position 

as an original equipment manufacturer 

in the area of thermal management, be-

coming a competent technology partner 

to all leading vehicle manufacturers in the 

areas of engine cooling and automotive 

air conditioning.

MAHLE products are fitted in at least 

every second vehicle worldwide. For 

decades, MAHLE components and sys-

tems have also been used successfully 

on the world’s racetracks and off the 

road. 

With the acquisition of Behr Hella Service,  

MAHLE Aftermarket will become a full-

line supplier in the area of thermal man-

agement from 2020 and, with its exten-

sive original equipment competence, will 

also be able to provide comprehensive 

support for workshops.

Definitely the best decision.

Your best choice!
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Everything 
from a single 
source.

To succeed in the future, 
you need to be future proof. 
With strong, strategic part-
nerships, for example. When 
you work as a team, you can 
achieve so much more. 

MAHLE’s acquisition of Behr Hella Ser-

vice is a logical step forward that allows 

us to offer workshops and trade even 

better support when it comes to new 

mobility concepts. The two product 

ranges complement each other perfectly, 

and together we can provide seamless 

coverage in the areas of air conditioning 

and cooling for all drive types.

You’ll have easy and quick access to all 

the products and solutions that you need 

for your work. Besides spare parts, these 

also include air conditioning service units 

and diagnostics, technical training, and 

repair and maintenance information. After 

all, efficient thermal management is set to 

play an ever-greater role in the future—for 

all powertrain technologies. 

In short, whether there’s a hum or a buzz 

under the hood, MAHLE Aftermarket of-

fers everything you need to keep your 

company fit for the future when it comes 

to thermal management.

More than 9,000 quality parts 

With more than 9,000 high-quality items 

in around 25 product groups, MAHLE 

Aftermarket completely covers the areas 

of air conditioning and cooling. 

Fit for thermal management!
MAHLE is not simply a parts supplier—MAHLE is a solutions provider. We offer an end-to-end  
solution, particularly when it comes to diagnostics and workshop equipment. Our products  
and services come together to form an integrated system. Since the beginning of 2020, you’ve  
received all your thermal management spare parts in our sales brand BEHR under the umbrella  
brand MAHLE. In addition, you can make use of a number of services to help you achieve  
success, such as technical training, maintenance information, how-to and installation videos,  
a ticketing system, and attractive sales support materials.

With MAHLE Aftermarket, you’ll be well positioned 
when it comes to air conditioning and engine cooling.

In a sensitive system such as the thermal management system, 

all components are exposed to heat and high pressure, and work 

together as an experienced team. All modules are 100% coordi-

nated. Technological competence, power output design, fit, and 

material quality all play an important role. 

There are many reasons to opt for quality parts from the BEHR sales 

brand under the MAHLE umbrella brand—every time.

Your best choice!

Efficient thermal manage-
ment is becoming more and 
more important. Our acqui-
sition of Behr Hella Service 
allows us to offer workshops 
optimal support and help 
them achieve success.
Olaf Henning 

Corporate Executive Vice President and 

General Manager MAHLE Aftermarket
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Cabin filters

A /C service unitsSensors

A /C compressors

Visco® fans/fans

A /C switches

A /C condensers

Radiators

A /C hose groups

Coolant cooler/ 
condenser fans

Water pumps E-water pumps Water pump kits

Filter-driers and 
accumulators

Cabin heat  
exchangers

Electric A /C  
compressors 

A /C compressor oils

A /C blower regulators 
and resistors

Interior blowers

Expansion valves

Orifice tubes

A /C actuators

Worry-free!

Thermostats

Thermocouples

Exhaust gas 
recirculation coolers

Expansion tanksCharge air coolers

Visco® fan drives/ 
fan clutches

Oil coolers Evaporators

If it doesn’t start—don’t worry! 
MAHLE offers a range that 
includes the right solution for every 
application and requirement. 

Your best choice!

Whether they’re hybrid or electric or have a combustion engine, all cars have one thing in common: 
they contain all sorts of parts that need to be serviced and, when necessary, replaced. And this is 
exactly where MAHLE—with its comprehensive thermal management product range—comes in!
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Big vehicles, big range!

Expansion tanks

We’re also represented in the 
field of thermal management 
for commercial vehicles, with 
a particularly broad spectrum 
of products and services.

Cabin filters

Sensors

A /C compressors

Visco® fans/fans A /C switches

A /C condensersRadiators

Water pumps Filter-driers and 
accumulators

Cabin heat  
exchangers

Electric A /C  

compressors

A /C blower regulators  
and resistors

Interior blowers

Expansion valves Orifice tubes

A /C actuators

Thermostats

Thermocouples

Exhaust gas 
recirculation coolers

Charge air coolers

Visco® fan drives/ 
fan clutches

Evaporators

Your best choice!

A /C service unitsA /C hose groups A /C compressor oils

E-water pumps

Oil coolers

MAHLE is also a major player in the van and commercial vehicle segments: we cover 
the majority of the world’s vehicles, and not just in terms of engine components, starter 
motors and alternators, filters, or turbochargers—we’re also leading the way in thermal 
management with our extensive range!
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MAHLE always puts the customer’s needs first. That’s why we offer the most extensive premium  
range for automotive air conditioning and engine cooling in the independent aftermarket. Premium  
Line features spare parts in OE quality that are designed to last for the vehicle’s entire life cycle. 
Even under extreme conditions, they deliver maximum output. 

Premium 
or good 
standard?

Premium Line offers spare parts in OE 

quality, and comprises around 4,500 

products produced by MAHLE, AKG, 

Hanon, and other OE manufacturers.

Premium Line products in OE quality are 

therefore the ideal solution for customers 

who expect the best—they are particu-

larly durable and deliver maximum output 

even under extreme conditions.

A clear difference in quality

Catalogs often display two suitable 

products for a specific vehicle—every 

Premium Line product will be labeled 

accordingly. The Premium Line label also 

appears on the packaging labels and on 

the parts themselves. With the unambig-

uous product classification, it’s always 

clear what’s inside the carton. 

The standard is always good

The approximately 3,000 standard prod-

ucts in OE-matching quality without the 

Premium Line prefix offer good perfor-

mance and represent a cost-effective 

solution with an excellent price–perfor-

mance ratio. Good quality at an attrac-

tive price.

And the most important thing is that with 

the right products—whether Premium 

Line or standard—and valuable services, 

you can make your customers happy 

and ensure that they come back time 

and again.

It’s your choice!

Premium Line in OE quality— 
for customers who expect the best.

Your best choice!
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The future will be  
twice as exciting!

A comfortable temperature guaranteed— 
for people and vehicles

If the current trend continues, as forecast, we’ll be seeing more 

and more hybrids and electric cars in workshops, not just 

vehicles with combustion engines. One thing is already certain: 

thermal management will play a vital role. 

The electric drive of a hybrid or electric vehicle is designed for 

peak performance. That’s why systems in these vehicles often 

work under extreme voltages. This makes the correct tem-

perature control of the system and the individual components 

all the more important—something that has a big impact on 

the vehicle’s cruising range and the service life of the battery. 

It’s not just the fact that the passenger cabin needs to be 

heated in winter and air conditioned in summer—the tempera-

ture of the electric motor, power electronics, and battery must 

be kept within an optimal temperature window at all times. 

This means that additional heating is needed in winter to keep 

the battery warm, whereas cooling is required in summer. 

Cooling is also needed while the battery is charging and dis-

charging. The electric motor and power electronics must also 

be cooled. 

This calls for a sophisticated system with many different com-

ponents—chiller, battery cooler, electric A /C compressor, 

low-temperature radiator, e-coolant pump, and high-voltage 

auxiliary heaters—which have to be maintained and replaced 

when necessary.

With our comprehensive product portfolio and wide range of 

services, we’ll guide and accompany you through the world 

of thermal management, today and tomorrow.

Who will win the race? At MAHLE, we believe the combustion engine will remain with us for  
a long time to come. At the same time, we know that the future belongs to e-mobility as well as  
to other alternative powertrain technologies and fuels. That’s why we’re continuing to pursue  
both paths—with the right products and comprehensive service for both. MAHLE’s dual strategy— 
for today and tomorrow.

The combustion engine will still  
be with us for a while, but the future  
also belongs to other alternative  
powertrain technologies.

Your best choice!

Find out more about  

thermal management  

at MAHLE here: 



MAHLE Aftermarket GmbH 

Pragstraße 26 - 46 

70376 Stuttgart /Germany

Phone: +49 711 501-0 

www.mahle-aftermarket.com 

www.mpulse.mahle.com
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